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                Where freshness meets flavor on Maui
By Savy Janssen 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When most people think of “farm to table,” they think of fine dining: candles and white linens,...            
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                Mauka to Makai


My mornings start mauka to makai.

I strap on my helmet, turn on my high-intensity headlight and check the tire pressure on my...            


            
        


        
	
 

	

        

            Waihou Spring Trail 
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                Upcountry hike traces history of reforestation, preservation efforts. 
By Kyle Ellison 


There’s a saying that inventors and entrepreneurs are mildly hallucinogenic because they often see things...            
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                Shaping Generations 
The legacy behind the popular Maui surfboard brand, Kazuma Surfboards Hawai‘i.
  By Serene Gunnison 


When Matt Kazuma Kinoshita was a teenager, he was...            
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                Wonderful Waterfall 
Photograph by Jenni Matthews 


Professional landscape photographer Jenni Matthews knew she had found something special when she first visited a picturesque waterfall down a dirt...            
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                Hawaiian Culture and Plant Tour 
By Serene Gunnison 


At the Maui Ocean Center, visitors might hardly notice the plants that line the aquarium’s outdoor walkways. After...            
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ABOUT US
The award-winning island magazine devoted to life and culture on Maui, Hawaiʻi. Six issues per year celebrate the people, places, and events that earn Maui its "nō ka ʻoi" status.
FOLLOW US
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